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Monday 9 - Tuesday 10 - Wednesday 11
Monday 16 - Tuesday 17 - Wednesday 18
Monday 23 - Tuesday 24 - Wednesday 25

UNPASTEURISED FRENCH CHEESE 

DELI

WINE

O  Organic      B  Biodynamic     N Natural

Red Wines
 

CAHORS  | MALBEC-MERLOT | HERITAGE DU CÈDRE | O     12
A bonny, ruby red Malbec softened by plumy Merlot, soothing to the palate, with a nice touch of lip-smacking 
acidity. Ecological viticulture combined with pioneering techniques (micro-oxygenation) make this wine stand 
out.   

BERGERAC  | MERLOT-COT | LA TOUR DES GENDRES | O B N     13
Dark red colour with violet tints. Expansive, warm nose of wild strawberries & myrtille with smoked notes & spice. 
Luc de Conti is a true “Vinarchiste”, looking for purity, intensity & character. 

CORSE-CALVI  | NIELLUCCIU-SCIACCARELLU | DOMAINE CULOMBU |  O     15
powerful Corsican red, with notes of wild blackberry & liquorice! Robust Niellucciu grape associated with light & 
fruity Sciaccarellu, this will delight Chianti Riserva lovers   

BEAUJOLAIS  | GAMAY | CHATEAU CAMBON | O B N     16
this Gamay from 80 year old vines is perfect for lovers of light bodied reds with abundant fruit and good length. 
Lapierre is a passionate family and Chateau Cambon is an absolute authority in Beaujolais  

BOURGOGNE  | PINOT NOIR | MONTANET-THODEN   | O B     25
This wine has impeccable silky texture, balancing weight & concentration with brightness and acidity in a long, 
graceful finish. The basket of black fruit flavours is truly seductive 

   

COSTIERES DE NIMES| SYRAH - GRENACHE | CHATEAU MOURGUES DU GRÈS | O B      13
a gastronomic Rosé which combines elegance and freshness. Fruity and mineral, it offers a great romatic 
complexity

FIEFS VENDÉENS  | GAMAY - NÉGRETTE  | DOMAINE ST NICOLAS | O B      17
average vine age of twenty years, planted on schist soils. Gloriously pale pink colour with berry aromas with a 
savoury dry finish, and some residual sugar that makes it a great dessert pairing

RIVESALTES  | Muscat  | O        50CL 15 
15% abv the full spicy & fruity flavours of the Muscat grape with this Rivesaltes domain of high repute

MONBAZILLAC  | Sémillon  | O B        37.5CL  9
13% abv late harvested Sémillon grapes from the left bank of the Dordogne river

JURANÇON MOELLEUX | Gros & Petit Manseng  | O B      75CL  18
13% abv sweet, but not too sweet late harvested organic grapes from the foot of the Pyrénées hills. 
Made by Jean Bernard Larrieu, a thinker and innovator, constantly in search of excellence

Rosé

Sweet

TERROIR D’ANIANE  | VIOGNIER-MARSANNE | RÉSERVE DE GASSAC | O      12
Invariably called the Grand Cru of Languedoc thanks to its soil & micro climate, Mas de Daumas-Gassac pro-
duces wines of charm & subtlety. This soft white is the perfect example, beautifully balanced & not too dry.   

BERGERAC  | SEMILLON-MUSCADELLE | LUC DE CONTI | O      13
Dark red colour with violet tints. Expansive, warm nose of wild strawberries & myrtille with smoked notes & spice. 
Luc de Conti is a true “Vinarchiste”, looking for purity, intensity & character. 

CORSE-CALVI  | VERMENTINU | DOMAINE CULOMBU | O     15
Vermentinu is Corsica’s indigenous white grape variety. This one made on the hills above the bay of Calvi 
combines  notes of citrus, fresh grass, herbs & almonds with a crisp & acidic framework. Soft in the mouth with 
a touch of verbena & lime 

MUSCADET SUR LIE  | MELON | JO LANDRON |  O B N     15
An early convert to Biodynamics, Jo Landron puts Muscadet in a totally different league. His Melon grape is 
treated like a King, producing a zippy wine with fabulous appeal & easy to drink, especially with fish and shell-
fish 

BOURGOGNE   | Aligoté | Hugues Goisot | O B     17
The Goisots are perfectionists and this shows in their wine-making. This Aligoté is benchmark: green-gold, ripe 
yet racy. Often described as the “best Aligoté in the Yonne”, a statement we would find it hard to disavow 

SANCERRE  | SAUVIGNON BLANC | GERARD FIOU |  O      19.50
Superb Sancerre from a top producer, full flavoured & very smooth Loire Sauvignon, with elegant fruit & persis-
tent finish

CHAMPAGNE | PINOT NOIR, CHARDONNAY | PIERRE GERBAIS |  O B     32
Single vintage blend of Pinot Noir (50%), Chardonnay (25%) & Pinot Blanc Vrai (25%), from the southernmost 
region of Champagne, a natural extension of the vineyards producing the great wines of Chablis.  

SANCERRE  | Sauvignon Blanc | Henri Bourgeois   |  O    12
All the intensity of the floral and citrusy Sauvignon fruit with this white Sancerre of high standard

White Wines

Champagne

Half

GIFT BASKETS  

 
PATÉ AND WINE  
£25

Half bottle of Organic and 
natural Côtes du Rhône 
red wine

Jar of gastronomic paté

Raffia basket to become a 
feature in the kitchen 
(for bread, fruit or any-
thing you see fit!)

 
TOULOUSAIN  
£35

Full bottle of Organic 
Cahors red wine 

Jar of gastronomic Cas-
soulet Toulousain (serves 2)

Baby handled basket to 
become a feature in the 
kitchen 
(for bread, fruit or any-
thing you see fit!)


